Abstract.Edge geometric measurement analysis is an important method of image understanding and portraying the target feature. In this paper, we compress 17 interrelated shape descriptors which are based on edge geometric measure into 6 independent components, and discuss their meanings by using principal component analysis. The analyses in this article provide guidance for the shape feature optimization and accurate identification for greenhouse strawberry leaves images successfully.
Introductions
The performance comparison of several common description of shapes which are used in identify the leaves of strawberry grown in the greenhouse。Strawberries have a short growth cycle, less disease, easy to manage, high nutritional value, economic value advantages, widely grown in the greenhouse [1] 。With the popularity of hardware and image processing technology matures, many field of agricultural engineering applications [6] have used a variety of techniques based on computer vision, such as automatic classification of the fruits and vegetables [2] , quality traceability [3] , the robot picking [4] , growth status monitoring, and the early warning of pest and disease [5] . Among them, the target recognition are facing with many problems of different varieties of agricultural crops, complexity of the imaging * These authors contributed equally to the article background, range of issues such as characterization as a vital process in image processing, so it is difficult to form a high recognition rate of the general algorithm.
Therefore, this paper according to greenhouse strawberry leaves, summarized 17 ways of shape description. On the high dimensional feature dimension reduction is compressed into 6 comprehensive index by using the principal component analysis , and has carried on the detailed explanation to provide guidance in getting more effective characteristics selection and comprehensive evaluation in practical application.
The shape descriptors in target region
The main difficulties in shape quantitative description is the lack precise and uniform definition. ASM think that shape parameter which are used to describe the micro-structure have some common in no dimension, quantitative description and sensitive to shape change [7] . This paper will divide geometry characteristic which are commonly used into the following several forms：Geometric description of the target boundary（Including the ratio between perimeter and area, fineness ratio, eccentricity, etc）、Measure of the target area and its surround polygon（Including Surrounded by rectangular compact, surrounded by polygonal compact degree, etc）、Geometric description of the target area （Including Centroid offset rate, Area symmetry, Circumference symmetry, etc）、Invariant moments（Hu Invariant moments）。We will give explanation about it one by one below:（Among them，A represents the area ， represents the circumference ， L represents the length of bounding rectangle，W represents the width of bounding rectangle，Aconvex is reprensents target convex hull area）： （1） Perimeter area ratio：P/A，Range in (0,1)。 （2） Fineness ratio：4*Pi*A/(P*P)，Range in (0,1)。Get the maximum values(1) while contiguous area is round。 （3） Exterior ratio ： W/L ， Used to describe the shape of the target after plastic deformation, Take the maximum value(1) of a square and circular target and it will be reduced with slender degree about slender target。 （4） Eccentricity：The eccentricity of target which is equivalent to an ellipse(E), and the equivalent ellipse is defined as a voal which has the same centroid and secondary center moment with target。 （5） Skeleton eccentricity：Eccentricity of skeleton equivalent ellipse (E)，and skeleton equivalent ellipse is defined as a fitting ellipse which has the same skeleton with target。Generally,In order to avoid the influence of finely branch in skeleton, the first to do is deburring skeleton and then fitting ellipse。 
3.
Statistical analysis about the descriptor of shape Statistical frequency of the above shape descriptor as follows to show： 
Principal component analysis of the shape factor
Principal component analysis is a statistical method which is first proposed by Pearson in 1901, and then developed by Hotelling (1933) . Its main purpose is that to reduce the number of variables, and make change for the formation of a linear combination of a few independent variables (principal components), but by the difference of the linear combination of ingredients into the largest, makingthe original multi-dimensional characteristics of these principal components show the greatest individual differences. In short, Principal component analysis is a number of variables into a few principal components ( i.e. integrated variable ) dimension reduction statistical method.
The general steps are as follows:
(1) The standardization of original data
First of all to the standardization of original data, each index data of the sample is mean 0, variance 1.
as the i sample of the j shape descriptor value,  j as mean value of the j shape descriptor value，  j as variance of the j shape descriptor value. In the principal component analysis of SPSS statistical software, standardization is automatically executed.
(2) Calculate the indicators of the correlation matrix R
as matrix of I rows and j columns representing related elements, namely the index I and index J correlation coefficient.
(3) Seek the correlation matrix R eigenvalue and characteristic vector
The characteristic equation is expressed as , Commonly used Jacobi method to calculate the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors, and the size of the eigenvalues in descending order. The correlation matrix are given below: 
The cumulative variance contribution rate:
Generally it takes the cumulative contribution rate of 85% ~ 95% m eigenvalues corresponding to the former m variables as main components, number of principal components for M.
Variance and the cumulative variance contribution rate as shown in the following 
Calculate the feature vectors to determine the linear expression of the principal component index of the original data. 
Experiments and results
The first principal component eigenvalue is 6.783, the variance contribution rate is From the above analysis we can see that the first six principal components of the cumulative variance contribution ratio reach to 87.1%, it can be very good summary of the data group. And the six main component covers the area of concave and convex of elongated,the complexity symmetry of shape ,the centroid position and direction, as well as statistics based on geometric moment invariants and other aspects of information, a reasonable description of the region shape characteristic, the original 17 features integrated into 6, while retaining the original variables most of the information under the premise, realize dimension compression of the data.
Conclusion
This article from the 17 dimensions of the quantitative describe the single plane shape characteristics, including the target boundary geometric description (perimeter area ratio, fineness ratio, eccentricity and so on ),the target area and its surrounding polygon metric ( bounding rectangle compactness, encircle polygon compact degree and so on ), the target area ( centroid offset ratio, area of symmetry,perimeter symmetry degree and so on) invariant moment ( Hu ), covering graphics elongated, convexity, complexity, symmetry, centroid direction, ellipse, compact plumpness, 
